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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Two hours until #MigraineChat! This month, we’ll reflect on 2020 and look ahead to 2021. No need to have rounded up major
accomplishments or set resolutions. With #migraine, my expectations are absolutely reasonable! Preview questions:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Pinning this in one spot: - #MigraineChat page w/Qs, tips & transcripts: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop - MigraineChat is
on 1st… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat! This month, we’ll reflect on 2020 and look ahead to 2021. No need to have
rounded up major… 

Krista  @Kristacatlady 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat: Monday, Jan. 4th at 1p EST! Just posted the Qs on the blog. https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat! This month, we’ll reflect on 2020 and look ahead to 2021. No need to have
rounded up major… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first time,
take a moment to review the chat tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If it’s… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your host.
Tweeting from bed. Kind of #migraine day, but pretty much everything hurts lately. 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, you… 

#migrainechat Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #migrainechat  hashtag.  

Mon, January 4th 2021, 10:55AM  – Wed, January 6th 2021, 11:55PM  (America/New_York).  
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, some tips: (1) I start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet.
(2) Tweets that include #MigraineChat will be included in post-chat transcript & help make following the conversation easier. 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat https://t.co/KktL2BVOwK 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If it’s… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: While intros continue, some tips: (1) I start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2,
etc. o… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Since this is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics, please share only what is comfortable for you. Also, flashing
media (GIFs) can be #migraine triggers for some, so I ask that you not use them in your answers. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@beth_morton D, here from Florida and also from bed, trying to think calm and gentle thoughts, have to keep my brain from staging a
coo until tomorrow at least. #MigraineChat 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, you… 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If it’s… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I'm Katie and I am here! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
This month is meant to be low-key. No pressure to share major accomplishments or ambitious resolutions. I’m very realistic: 2020 was
a dumpster fire and nothing magically changed by flipping the calendar! #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
I think I am actually here when #MigraineChat is happening and not missing it? 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Since this is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics, please share only what is comfortable for
you.… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: This month is meant to be low-key. No pressure to share major accomplishments or ambitious resolutions. I’m
very realistic… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. What is one thing you learned about #migraine last year that helped you manage your attacks better? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/oj0TaEP0d7 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@tuttleturtle42 You’re here! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What is one thing you learned about #migraine last year that helped you manage your attacks better?
#MigraineChat http… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@tuttleturtle42 That’s me too! I saw the first tweet and was like woah am I actually on time?? #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What is one thing you learned about #migraine last year that helped you manage your attacks better?
#MigraineChat http… 

stay home @glorious_floria 
#migrainechat (1) learning about foods that might trigger migraines changed the game! I tried a brief elimination diet for 2 weeks to
see what my triggers were. Now I eat problematic foods on special occasions 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Sari, joining from Boston where the first day back to work is kicking my behind. Probably mostly lurking/answering
inconsistently. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. I learnt that migraining is better when done in company and that, thanks to #MigraineChat, that company is not so hard to find. 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
I learned how important it is to rest when my body says to rest, I have learned this lesson before and expect I will keep relearning it.
Especially as what I can and can’t manage changes. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: I've realized I have ADHD & that that's fairly common in migraineurs. It helped me understand that sometimes, my
pain flares are connected to understimulation too (I already knew about overstimulation). #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@HemingwayMuse @tuttleturtle42 Yep!  I made it on time, too #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @glorious_floria: #migrainechat (1) learning about foods that might trigger migraines changed the game! I tried a brief elimination
diet… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. I really started to notice different types of migraine and got really good at pinpointing my jaw and sinus pain
related to the weather which lead to using more sinus relief approaches to treat - abortives have never touched this kind of migraine.
#MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A1. I learnt that migraining is better when done in company and that, thanks to #MigraineChat, that company is not
so hard… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@fabriKatie ♥  #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: I learned how important it is to rest when my body says to rest, I have learned this lesson before and expect I will
kee… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A1: I've realized I have ADHD & that that's fairly common in migraineurs. It helped me understand
that sometime… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @grrlintersect: I learned how important it is to rest when my body says to rest, I have learned this lesson before and expect I will
kee… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A1. I really started to notice different types of migraine and got really good at pinpointing my
jaw and si… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@grrlintersect This has been one of the biggest things for me these last few years. Allowing my body and my mind to rest makes a
huge difference in how I emotionally manage migraines #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @grrlintersect This has been one of the biggest things for me these last few years. Allowing my body and my
mind to rest… 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A1. I learned how much taking public transit every day was contributing to my migraines. Prior to stay-at-home orders
there was no real way to test it as a variable. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A1. I learned how much taking public transit every day was contributing to my migraines. Prior to
stay-at-home… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. What is something you added to your treatment plan or toolkit last year that helped you manage your #migraine attacks better?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/peQD6aw9Wh 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton how do people here record their different types for self ref or doctors? I made a diagram years
ago of around six types, with terribly drawn little heads and arrows, shading etc #MigraineChat 

We Are Warriors.  @WeAre__Warriors 
RT @beth_morton: Since this is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics, please share only what is comfortable for
you.… 
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alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is something you added to your treatment plan or toolkit last year that helped you manage your
#migraine attacks… 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton A2: saying no to people. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @tephra_layers: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton how do people here record their different types for self ref or doctors? I made
a diagram ye… 

Lent PFA  Jenn @jlms_qkw 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, you… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. The Allay Lamp is my favorite addition, I find I sleep with it roughly half the time and wake up with less pain and
sleep deeper. I’m still on the fence with the addition of Ubrelvy, but I love that it doesn’t have side effects for me. #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is something you added to your treatment plan or toolkit last year that helped you manage your
#migraine attacks… 

rebecca @blueraccoon 
A1: The better I can control my environment, the easier it is to manage a migraine attack. Working from home was a life-changer in
terms of the amount of energy I suddenly had. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: green light. It doesn't affect my pain directly, but it does calm my painxiety. Also learning to schedule time for rest,
even if it doesn't feel like I need it yet. It's helped keep my baseline migraine pain a bit lower. #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A2 Hi everyone bit late tonight ... I have undertaken hypnosis early days but results are improved so far
#MigraineChat 

Grumpy Pug (Kate)💜 @GrumpyPug17 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is something you added to your treatment plan or toolkit last year that helped you manage your
#migraine attacks… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. Reviewing my own expectations. #MigraineChat 

rebecca @blueraccoon 
A2: I was really surprised by this but I've been taking a magnesium supplement & a B-complex vitamin for a couple months now and I
think it's having an effect on the severity of my #migraine attacks. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A2: Magnesium: spray, roll-on, powdered supplement. It’s helped me reduce the migraine attacks and sleep better #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@tephra_layers @beth_morton Personally I don’t. I just track pain and with a hand drawn calendar and notate if certain meds have
worked, which aside from sinus ones the rest are treated the same so differentiating them just adds more work for me #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A2. The Allay Lamp is my favorite addition, I find I sleep with it roughly half the time and wake
up with l… 
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Olivia @tephra_layers 
@beth_morton A2 #MigraineChat, I am now on injectable fremanezumab (CGRP) via Uk NHS and it has reduced my frequency, first
drug in over 10 years to do so. Also pacing, not new but renewed effort! 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@grrlintersect This has been a huge lesson for me in the past 2 years. Forced rest hasn't made me better, exactly, but it's kept me out
of a cycle where I am constantly pushing too hard & then crashing. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@LinseyK_KMB @MaeNena73 Green light therapy relies on a specific wavelength of green light. I think around 525-530nm. The
Allay Lamp and Norb Relief bulbs emit this wavelength. I know Allay ships to the UK. Unsure about Norb... #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @blueraccoon: A1: The better I can control my environment, the easier it is to manage a migraine attack. Working from home was
a life-ch… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A2: green light. It doesn't affect my pain directly, but it does calm my painxiety. Also learning to
schedule t… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @LinseyK_KMB: @beth_morton A2 Hi everyone bit late tonight ... I have undertaken hypnosis early days but results are improved
so far #Mi… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A2. Reviewing my own expectations. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @blueraccoon: A2: I was really surprised by this but I've been taking a magnesium supplement & a B-complex vitamin for a
couple months n… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tephra_layers: @beth_morton A2 #MigraineChat, I am now on injectable fremanezumab (CGRP) via Uk NHS and it has
reduced my frequency, fi… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @rachel_x_graves: @grrlintersect This has been a huge lesson for me in the past 2 years. Forced rest hasn't made me better,
exactly, but… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @LinseyK_KMB @MaeNena73 Green light therapy relies on a specific wavelength of green light. I think around
525-530nm. The… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@blueraccoon Yes! These are common supplements for #migraine - well, magnesium and B2. Glad they are helping! #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A1. I can't think of anything I learned about migraine, but I learned a lot more about MCAS and being able to better control MCAS
helps with being able to actually keep my body stable enough to have migraines be what I'm paying attention to. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
CW: Food Finding a place that makes really good soup and delivers nearby and lots and lots of storage containers has made it much
easier to eat even when I can’t quite manage cooking or solid foods. #MigraineChat 
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Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@fabriKatie Related, I’ve had to accept the reality that sometimes I have to ask for accommodations...ughh I hate it so much.
#MigraineChat 

Kay @nappyheadblkgrl 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is something you added to your treatment plan or toolkit last year that helped you manage your
#migraine attacks… 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@Mar_Wetzel @fabriKatie That’s brilliant, good for you. It’s such a hard thing to ask for accommodations, agreed. #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A2. A buckwheat pillow was an incredibly good investment, I have struggled with pillows for the longest time and not having sleep
make everything so much worse is a huge deal for me. This is an important part of my toolkit. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. What is something you would like to do/add this year to help manage your #migraine attacks? To do this, are there any barriers?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/LzqhO7vxSv 

Grumpy Pug (Kate)💜 @GrumpyPug17 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What is something you would like to do/add this year to help manage your #migraine attacks? To do this, are
there an… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What is something you would like to do/add this year to help manage your #migraine attacks? To do this, are
there an… 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton & no side effects except making me fall asleep, which I need to do anyway if my head is super terrible. But I mostly
take it at bedtime. #MigraineChat 2/2 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @blueraccoon Yes! These are common supplements for #migraine - well, magnesium and B2. Glad they are
helping! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A1. I can't think of anything I learned about migraine, but I learned a lot more about MCAS and being able to
better co… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: CW: Food Finding a place that makes really good soup and delivers nearby and lots and lots of storage containers
has mad… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 I really want to resume massage therapy - I did it for years and it helped with the neck/shoulder tension. I can
finally afford it again, BUT the major barrier is covid and not feeling safe actually getting the massage. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @fabriKatie Related, I’ve had to accept the reality that sometimes I have to ask for accommodations...ughh I hate
it so muc…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tephra_layers: @Mar_Wetzel @fabriKatie That’s brilliant, good for you. It’s such a hard thing to ask for accommodations,
agreed. #Migra… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: I'm desperate to try an abortive for flares. I haven't had any tx for flares in a decade. The barrier is step therapy,
which demands I try botox first even though I've specifically said I don't want to. Still fighting this with my neurologist. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What is something you would like to do/add this year to help manage your #migraine attacks? To do this, are
there an… 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A2. A buckwheat pillow was an incredibly good investment, I have struggled with pillows for the longest time and
not ha… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A3 I really want to resume massage therapy - I did it for years and it helped with the
neck/shoulder tensio… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A3: I'm desperate to try an abortive for flares. I haven't had any tx for flares in a decade. The
barrier is st… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton Connecting Benadryl to my treatment plan has made a huge difference for me too!! #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A3. I've never given magnesium supplements a proper go before. I was put off by the cost and the apparent complexity. Thanks to
advice from the #MigraineChat community, I have ordered myself some magnesium glycinate. 

Lil' Adrian Stoner @aagw 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What is something you would like to do/add this year to help manage your #migraine attacks? To do this, are
there an… 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton seconded, I am sorely missing massage and manual therapy during covid! #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Same here. My medical massage therapist retired just before the pandemic and it’s been
impossible to find anyone new because of state lockdowns #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @rachel_x_graves @beth_morton Connecting Benadryl to my treatment plan has made a huge difference for
me too!! #Migraine… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A3. I've never given magnesium supplements a proper go before. I was put off by the cost and the apparent
complexity. Thank… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tephra_layers: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton seconded, I am sorely missing massage and manual therapy during covid!
#MigraineChat 

rebecca @blueraccoon 
@beth_morton My headache doc specifically named brands to get so I bought what she told me. If anyone is curious, she told me to
get NOW mag, 400mg, and the Jarrow B-Right complex vitamin. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Same here. My medical massage therapist retired just before the pandemic
and it’s been impos… 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton a root cause, & terrifying, in that, as far as I know, the answer would be having a metal plate inserted in my neck. V
mixed feelings. #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I'd also love massage therapy - it helps a lot with my aimovig side effects - but I'd need someone
who is specialized at specifically people with chronic pain and that's $75/hour and that's not affordable on SSI. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @blueraccoon: @beth_morton My headache doc specifically named brands to get so I bought what she told me. If anyone is
curious, she told… 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I'd also love massage therapy - it helps a lot with my aimovig side effects - but
I'd need… 

rebecca @blueraccoon 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton seconded. I felt safe enough to see my chiro a bit but a massage seems a bit more... risky.
#MigraineChat 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton That sounds so frustrating! I’ve also turned down some drugs in the step up chain before, and been
met with resistance #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
I would like to find a preventive that works without untenable side effects, current barriers, fewer chances to see doctors and
insurance. Also, more food prep solutions and the components to a more comfortable working from bed setup with money being a
concern. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@tuttleturtle42 @beth_morton Definitely feel that. I’m on SSDI but my Patreon has picked up a bit which helps me cover costs. I’ve
found shopping around places with membership type deals has helped me find specialized folks at lower rates #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Audionut612 Migraine friendly urgent care centers would be amazing!! Do you have access to an infusion center by any chance?
Through a headache specialist or pain clinic? I can’t always get a quick appt, but they are so much better than ERs/UC.
#MigraineChat 

ॐ~Tyffi Boo ~ॐ @TyffiBoo 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What is something you would like to do/add this year to help manage your #migraine attacks? To do this, are
there an… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Did you have any wins or accomplishments in 2020 that you would like to share? It can be big or small and does not necessarily
need to be #migraine related. #MigraineChat https://t.co/ELV36TwCnw 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@beth_morton A3. My biggest goal is to not overdo it. I had a terrible spiral this fall in which the pace of work I needed to do was
relentless, my migraines got worse, and I stopped being able to manage my anxiety. I am signing up for an anxiety workshop at my
uni right now! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Did you have any wins or accomplishments in 2020 that you would like to share? It can be big or small and
does not n… 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton That particular rate is for the only local person who would work for me because of the combination
of my severe environmental sensitivities and hypermobility but knowing about membership type deals is hopefully useful for others
#MigraineChat 

Grumpy Pug (Kate)💜 @GrumpyPug17 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Did you have any wins or accomplishments in 2020 that you would like to share? It can be big or small and
does not n… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Friendly reminder: Don’t forget the #MigraineChat hashtag. I know I’m behind on posting transcripts (tech difficulties earlier), but I do
like to post them for people to read. Tweets don’t get added without the tag! (If you want to stay anonymous, I understand!) 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. I built myself a kitchen and really emphasized lighting so I can comfortably cook with a migraine by having under
cabinet lights that don’t shine in my face + ambiance overhead lighting that’s really gentle. #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A3. If I have a goal this year related to migraine my goal is to actually go to the emergency room when I need to and not just pretend
everything is fine. #MigraineChat 
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baristhoe @baristhoe 
@beth_morton A3. Finding a new doctor/headache specialist! Switched insurances for the year so hopefully I can find someone to
continue my emgality prescription #MigraineChat 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@beth_morton I joined a local group Better Lives Alliance and met other disabled people by video call who face similar barriers. It
revolutionised how I see myself and my place in the world #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A4. I walked to the next town instead of driving, saving myself a whole £1 on parking. #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
I updated all of my classes and started to do toy consulting appointments much much more. And I am learning all about Hipnosis.
Also making progress on reducing my number of WIP’s. #MigraineChat 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@baristhoe @beth_morton ooh CGRP injectables, high 5! I am on fremanezumab. #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A2: In the past during a migraine attack I wud just ride the storm or rest in a dark room. During the past 6 mths though
I now carry out the following: 1/ 200mg Magnesium Citrate daily intake. 2/ Use a Shiatsu Back Neck and Shoulder Massager for the
really bad days. #MigraineChat 

stay home @glorious_floria 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Same here. Considered getting a theragun, but on migraine days that just seems like torture.
#migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: I would like to find a preventive that works without untenable side effects, current barriers, fewer chances to see
doct… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @Audionut612 Migraine friendly urgent care centers would be amazing!! Do you have access to an infusion
center by any chan… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Did you have any wins or accomplishments in 2020 that you would like to share? It can be big or small and
does not n… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @beth_morton A3. My biggest goal is to not overdo it. I had a terrible spiral this fall in which the pace of work I
needed… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton That particular rate is for the only local person who would work for me
because of the comb… 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@beth_morton A4: I don’t know if it helped my migraines, but I managed to be pretty good about physical activity. On the days I
couldn’t walk, I usually managed to do a Yoga for Migraines video...not a cure but it does feel good to move my body after lying in bed
all day #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Friendly reminder: Don’t forget the #MigraineChat hashtag. I know I’m behind on posting transcripts (tech
difficulties e… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@glorious_floria @beth_morton Ugh yes! I’ve been relying on an acupressure mat which helps a little with back tension, but the neck
roller part sometimes irritates the migraine pain too much #MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A4. I built myself a kitchen and really emphasized lighting so I can comfortably cook with a
migraine by ha… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @baristhoe: @beth_morton A3. Finding a new doctor/headache specialist! Switched insurances for the year so hopefully I can
find someone… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A3. If I have a goal this year related to migraine my goal is to actually go to the emergency room when I need to
and n… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. In contrast, 2020 was tough. Were there any losses that you would like to share? Again, big or small, not necessarily #migraine
related. Vent away (and please only give advice if someone asks). #MigraineChat https://t.co/e0s4qOFUQj 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tephra_layers: @beth_morton I joined a local group Better Lives Alliance and met other disabled people by video call who face
similar b… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A4. I walked to the next town instead of driving, saving myself a whole £1 on parking. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: I updated all of my classes and started to do toy consulting appointments much much more. And I am learning all
about Hi… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @GaryAspinall10: @beth_morton A2: In the past during a migraine attack I wud just ride the storm or rest in a dark room. During
the past… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @beth_morton A4: I don’t know if it helped my migraines, but I managed to be pretty good about physical activity.
On the da… 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@glorious_floria @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I use textured pilates/massage balls and rollers really gently under my shoulder
or over legs, yes theragun looks soo intense #MigraineChat 

Emily @emily_baumbach 
@beth_morton A3. I would like to try Vyepti but insurance doesn’t cover it. Would also like to try acupuncture or massage therapy but
they’re too costly to do as often as needed. Would love a Cefaly and Allay lamp as well but have to save up 😅 #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton Ooh yes!! I really got into adding morning stretches into my routine, and now I’m adding in some
bedtime ones and the stretches to relieve the tension of how we sit feels so good. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton Which videos or instructor did you use? #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. In contrast, 2020 was tough. Were there any losses that you would like to share? Again, big or small, not
necessarily… 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@emily_baumbach @beth_morton I adore my cefaly and it is one of the most important things in my migraine toolkit. I have found it
incredibly helpful. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Sorry, #MigraineChat, got a call in there I had to take! 
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Grumpy Pug (Kate)💜 @GrumpyPug17 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. In contrast, 2020 was tough. Were there any losses that you would like to share? Again, big or small, not
necessarily… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. I had to leave my beautiful warm southern home and relocate to freezing cold Wisconsin with my parents to retain
my health insurance. Yes I have my own apartment in their basement, but I’ve left everything I loved behind and I’m not doing well
with it. #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A4 I suppose a win is I stuck at meditation, it helps a lot too  ♂  #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A5. I really struggled with a loss of roles. I do a fair bit of face to face volunteering so watching all of those activities fall away one by
one was tough. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A5. I had to leave my beautiful warm southern home and relocate to freezing cold Wisconsin
with my parents… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @LinseyK_KMB: @beth_morton A4 I suppose a win is I stuck at meditation, it helps a lot too  ♂  #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A5. I really struggled with a loss of roles. I do a fair bit of face to face volunteering so watching all of those activiti… 

Lorie Hincman - Lorie Talks Life @HincmanLorie 
@beth_morton Q5 Neuro who inherited me from my doc who left practice, no longer wants to treat me. He is frustrated that
preventative and abortives only reduce pain and don't end migraine. Since I am chronic intractable, I take any relief as a win. Starting
over #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HincmanLorie: @beth_morton Q5 Neuro who inherited me from my doc who left practice, no longer wants to treat me. He is
frustrated that… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Between deaths in the family, seeing partners significantly less and having about 1/3 more frequent migraine attacks leading in part to
being less financially productive last year, it was just a brutally difficult year. Hoping things are better in 2021. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: Between deaths in the family, seeing partners significantly less and having about 1/3 more frequent migraine
attacks lea… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: all my health issues got put in a holding pattern this year which has been hard when my POTS has gotten much
much worse, thus making my migraines worse. I see a new POTS specialist next month though so hopefully, things will get back on
track again. #MigraineChat 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare professionals, what
would you say? #MigraineChat https://t.co/yqCgAbcq62 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A4. I'm getting a lot better at balancing speech with my mouth and using my AAC and being able to use both the amount that I want to
in order to not overtax my brain. #MigraineChat 
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Olivia @tephra_layers 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton POTS is such a pain! Best of luck with new specialist. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 

Grumpy Pug (Kate)💜 @GrumpyPug17 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare
professionals, w… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Listen to patients when they tell you that a solution isn’t working for them and why, don’t dismiss side effects or problems as simply
something they should be willing to tolerate or blame them for being sick when they refuse. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. Listen. #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A5 cont. CN: ableism, racism, death But it is really the lives lost because they were seen as not worth caring for, they were seen as
disposable, that hurts most. It is the people who didn't even necessarily die of covid but died because of not getting needed care
#MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A5. Affecting my life most directly, was the loss of being able to see doctors I needed to see, which has set me back what feels like
years of work towards getting my body where it wants to be. #MigraineChat 

stay home @glorious_floria 
@beth_morton Please don't prescribe narcotics to us. We suffer from recurring pain. #migrainechat I was prescribed muscle relaxers
at 16. Lost a classmate to addiction after being prescribed opiates at a young age for migraines. 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tephra_layers: #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare
professionals, w… 

Lorie Hincman - Lorie Talks Life @HincmanLorie 
@beth_morton Q6 Please take time to review what the referring doc sent you and listen to me when I struggle to explain.
#migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: Listen to patients when they tell you that a solution isn’t working for them and why, don’t dismiss side effects or
prob… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A6. Listen. #MigraineChat 

Daonie Sidhe @dsidhe 
@beth_morton My partner lost their job to covid, so we have new insurance we're paying for, and I don't want to stress the budget
with OOP, and it's hard for me to think through obstacles anyway like this. So an income, permanent insurance, and a chance to try
nurtec, at least. #migrainechat 
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Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@Alexandria_SZ @beth_morton I do this one from Yoga with Adriene: https://t.co/U8U8QrBAE2 #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A5. Affecting my life most directly, was the loss of being able to see doctors I needed to see, which has set me
back w… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @glorious_floria: @beth_morton Please don't prescribe narcotics to us. We suffer from recurring pain. #migrainechat I was
prescribed mu… 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@emily_baumbach @beth_morton Yeah. I want a GammaCore So Badly, and spent early 2020 fighting for one but my insurance
won't cover it despite having chronic med resistant migraines, and an inability to take meds like triptans and DHE. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HincmanLorie: @beth_morton Q6 Please take time to review what the referring doc sent you and listen to me when I struggle to
explain. #… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @dsidhe: @beth_morton My partner lost their job to covid, so we have new insurance we're paying for, and I don't want to stress
the budg… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@glorious_floria My new doctors have for the most part been so curious because most of my meds aren’t traditional migraine meds or
are new and it really improves my overall care having them know what the meds are and focus on having more collaborative care
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: Is there a #MigraineChat topic you would like to see in the future or one you want to revisit? You can feel free to DM with ideas
any time. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Would anyone be up for a #MigraineChatMovie this Sunday (Jan. 10th)? Should we make this a thing on the Sundays after
#MigraineChat? Let me know if you are interested and some migraine-friendly movie ideas (on Netflix or Hulu and widely available). 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A6. Stop ignoring the aura and other parts of the migraine, and only paying attention to the headache portion. A migraine is more than
a headache. #MigraineChat

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@HincmanLorie @beth_morton A6 That rare feeling when a Dr has read your previous notes is a joy like nothing else! I wish Drs
knew how much emotional energy it takes to tell the same story of pain again and again #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
The #MigraineChat Discord space is pretty active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent, come join us:
https://t.co/m6KbJYMfoH 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton Yes, that’s the one I like most. Some of the instructors of yoga for migraine have sessions so taxing,
they trigger attacks for me. Adriene is wonderful. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @Alexandria_SZ @beth_morton I do this one from Yoga with Adriene: https://t.co/U8U8QrBAE2 #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: The #MigraineChat Discord space is pretty active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent, come
join us: h… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: take the time to learn some common comorbidities with migraines, because there are a lot. Sometimes, even if
you can't find a tx to make us pain free, you can still treat the comorbidities to give us less pain and better QOL. #MigraineChat 
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Lorie Hincman - Lorie Talks Life @HincmanLorie 
@tephra_layers @beth_morton yes! I'm already planning for tomorrows apt! #migrainechat 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
@beth_morton I’d love to know if other migraineurs watch tv using Audio Description and what they think of it (I do). #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton I’m still looking for some yoga or Tai Chi videos from instructors who actually have migraine...
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I promise to catch up on today’s tweets and post past #MigraineChat transcripts ASAP. Thanks for joining today’s chat. Take care,
everyone! 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @glorious_floria My new doctors have for the most part been so curious because most of my meds aren’t
traditional migrai… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: @emily_baumbach @beth_morton Yeah. I want a GammaCore So Badly, and spent early 2020 fighting for one
but my insurance… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: CT: Is there a #MigraineChat topic you would like to see in the future or one you want to revisit? You can feel free
to DM… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Would anyone be up for a #MigraineChatMovie this Sunday (Jan. 10th)? Should we make this a thing on the
Sundays after #M… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A6. Stop ignoring the aura and other parts of the migraine, and only paying attention to the headache portion. A
migrai… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tephra_layers: @HincmanLorie @beth_morton A6 That rare feeling when a Dr has read your previous notes is a joy like nothing
else! I wis… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: The #MigraineChat Discord space is pretty active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent, come
join us: h… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @tephra_layers: @beth_morton I’d love to know if other migraineurs watch tv using Audio Description and what they think of it (I
do). #M… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A6: take the time to learn some common comorbidities with migraines, because there are a lot.
Sometimes, even i… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Ordinarily, yes please. Not sure I will be free this Sunday. #MigraineChat #MigraineChatMovie 

Olivia @tephra_layers 
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Thanks for having us! It's been another good #MigraineChat 
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Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@grrlintersect @beth_morton maybe a future #MigraineChat on practical food stuff? Like, what do you eat when you have a
migraine? What do you stock for migraine emergencies? What do you do when you’re too sick to deal with the fresh chicken/fish in
your fridge? Restriction implementation tips? 

maud @PatientObservr 
Know the terminology, speak the docs language. 

Chronic Salt ♿  @ChronicSalt 
#MigraineChat folks w/GammaCore experience: Did it work for you? If so, how long did it take to see improvement? Also, how is this
different from a TENS unit? It seems wildly expensive for more or less just a very specific TENS frequency in a certain position. 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@Alexandria_SZ @Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton Yeah same Adriene is one of the best. Really varied great for long and short
meditation and any type of yoga that takes your fancy on the day! - Depending on need/pain levels. I have a local class - not at the
moment though .... forgot the #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @grrlintersect @beth_morton maybe a future #MigraineChat on practical food stuff? Like, what do you eat when
you have a mig… 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton Thanks again @beth_morton, heres to more learning from each other #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton Oops, #MigraineChat 

AutisticSciencePerson @AutSciPerson 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare
professionals, w… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Yes! 💯 I wrote about this for the upcoming edition of @mychronicbrain. So important!! 

Tangerine Queen @piasummers 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare
professionals, w… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@GrumpyPug17 Important for research, too. Treatment should improve all #migraine symptoms (like we've been chatting about in the
#MigraineChat Discord space)! 

Grumpy Pug (Kate)💜 @GrumpyPug17 
RT @beth_morton: @GrumpyPug17 Important for research, too. Treatment should improve all #migraine symptoms (like we've been
chatting about… 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
The headache literally is the least of my complaint. If I mention this, then almost every professional I have seen - specialist for this or
otherwise - decide I don't actually have migraines. Migraines. Aren't. Just. Headaches. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@KrisRey19 @AutSciPerson Just to clarify: did you have cluster headache or migraine? O2 is an effective treatment for cluster
headache, but not as common for migraine. (Cluster migraine isn't a diagnosis, so trying to avoid confusion.) #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A3: I would like to improve my Time Management. Believe it or not rushing around, stressing, doing things last minute,
shallow breathing or not pacing myself creates anxiety and muscle tension which is a trigger for my headache condition.
#MigraineChat 
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Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A6: Pease communicate with patients MORE - maybe by using other different means of communication: skype,
telephone, emails, SMS, messenger, mail, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Microsoft teams etc). Communication is essential...and it
helps mentally. #MigraineChat 

Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare
professionals, w… 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
@beth_morton Take out the goddamn fluorescent lights in your office/hospital!!!!! A6 #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@freeandclear1 OMG, yes. No headache specialist, in particular, should be using florescent lights! Be conscious of all sensory
triggers! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@wildfloweromine @MigraineSummit Yes! Dismissing the seriousness of symptoms and disability that people with #migraine face is
part of the stigma we’ve endured for so long. These are great points! #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton Oh drat I am late! Sage, from the Bay Area in CA. Into week 13 of my ongoing continuous first migraine ever. Today is
better than yesterday, which was better than Saturday, which was my worst day in quite a while. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare
professionals, w… 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4. I survived. My migraine started on October 3rd and did not end in 2020. With support from #NEISvoid,
#MigraineChat, and my friends and family, I did not completely lose my shit. I ended up in the ER, alone, during a global pandemic
and came out the other side. 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What is something you would like to do/add this year to help manage your #migraine attacks? To do this, are
there an… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is something you added to your treatment plan or toolkit last year that helped you manage your
#migraine attacks… 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6. We need more information about meds than what’s on the label you give us. I was terrified to try what’s finally
started helping me because weight loss is a common side effect - #MigraineChat told me it would cause appetite loss, not weight loss
directly. I could handle that. 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: The #MigraineChat Discord space is pretty active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent, come
join us: h… 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6b. Patient support groups like #MigraineChat are as valuable as medical doctors in many cases. 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What is one thing you learned about #migraine last year that helped you manage your attacks better?
#MigraineChat http… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@sagetoko Yes! Everyone is so different. Knowing and having strategies to mitigate s/e is really powerful. We don't always have
these entire conversations in appointments. #MigraineChat 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Did you have any wins or accomplishments in 2020 that you would like to share? It can be big or small and
does not n… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If it’s… 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A2: Apologies "Magnsium Glycinate" #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton A2: Ubrelvy for treatment. Such a game changer for me in terms off efficacy and lack of side effects. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @beth_morton: Pinning this in one spot: - #MigraineChat page w/Qs, tips & transcripts: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop - MigraineChat is
on 1st… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
#MigraineChat Rubbish! I forgot it was Migraine Monday! 

Mahlatse @wiwizer1 
This 

SouthernMaineCPSG @SouthernMaineCP 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare
professionals, w… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@purplegril Yes, that actually how I typically recommend people engage! Open Twitter search, type in the hashtag, sort results by
most recent, and refresh. That way, you see my questions and everyone's answers (if they remember the #MigraineChat tag - hence
why I bug people about using it). 

CEFALY Technology @Cefaly 
RT @tuttleturtle42: @emily_baumbach @beth_morton I adore my cefaly and it is one of the most important things in my migraine
toolkit. I hav… 

Lorie Hincman - Lorie Talks Life @HincmanLorie 
@beth_morton wanted to follow up from yesterday’s #migrainechat. My telemed appt was fantastic! Provider reviewed records and
listened. We can’t give up on ourselves. https://t.co/xuLiEIiwdi 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @SaltySicky: #MigraineChat folks w/GammaCore experience: Did it work for you? If so, how long did it take to see improvement?
Also, how… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I hope @purplegril doesn’t mind me RT this, but it’s a really great question I suspect others are wondering: how do Twitter chats
work? If you’ve wanted to participate in #MigraineChat, but weren’t sure how, there are a few tips in this convo and here
(https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop). 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
If you are still not sure how it works and want to participate, let me know! You can DM me and I can explain a few ways I set things up
on #MigraineChat days. 
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Regi -a Random Chick in SoCal @RegiSocal 
@beth_morton @purplegril You can go to the #migrainechat hashtag and select LATEST at the top of the hashtag screen, then you
will see new posts as they come up. Also, if someone responds to your post, you will see it on the little "birdhouse" on your profile
area Hope this helps! 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: Pinning this in one spot: - #MigraineChat page w/Qs, tips & transcripts: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop - MigraineChat is
on 1st… 

Paris Welch Romero @mbta535 
It just occurred to me, with Cops not being allowed to police anymore, I can tint ALL the windows of my cars! Oh Migraine Friendly
Driving Days! #California #Tint #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@GoldenGirls85 No, definitely not! Search the hashtag the same way as I've suggested in the tips and add your replies later! I create
a transcript a few days later. I also post the Qs in the #MigraineChat FB group, on IG, and will start posting in the Discord group. Links
in my profile. 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@KathyOShea1 Thank you for sharing! #MigraineChat @beth_morton 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@GrumpyPug17 @EldritchSpectrm Yup, we had a whole #MigraineChat on how strong emotions can trigger a migraine and even for
some, be part of the pre-migraine (prodrome) symptoms. 

Nush @djnush_ 
Had the worst few days of my life trying a new birth control patch #Xulane to stop my periods, thereby my migraines. The side effects
actually were migraine, nausea and lots of vomiting, to the point I couldn’t even keep water down. #NEISvoid #MigraineChat 

Nush @djnush_ 
Still mostly in bed. Have a headache likely cos of dehydration. Soooo didn’t want to be hospitalized during COVID times, so I’m just
sipping water, eating liquid food, taking time off of work until I’m better. #MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @djnush_: Had the worst few days of my life trying a new birth control patch #Xulane to stop my periods, thereby my migraines.
The side… 

Jessica Littles @jlittles13 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. As someone with lived experience of #migraine, if you could share one piece of wisdom with healthcare
professionals, w… 
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